Effective Chord Accompaniment.
The idea for this article came about through watching two guitarists play a short while ago. This
really isn't a criticism of their playing as I enjoyed what they did but each noticeably had a clearly
defined role, one player played chords, off the peg shapes strummed four to the bar whilst the
other guitarist played a solo, after a while the players swapped roles. A really good friend of mine,
an excellent musician, orchestral conductor and pianist often jokingly describes jazz as “you show
off then he shows off and then sometimes you both show off together”. Whilst this is said in jest
there are times when this does occasionally ring true and his words popped into my head as I
watched these two players. While there is a validity to their style of playing, it can be more
musically satisfying to listen to two players who are both actively contributing to the development of
the composition. Listen to Joe Pass and Herb Ellis for example, they create lines and parts which
weave together in a form of counterpoint and the rhythm parts are stripped back to much small
chord shapes yet played in a way to create greater harmonic movement and texture. This article
explores some ways to achieve this.

Intervals.
In music an interval is the distance between two notes. In a C major scale for example the distance
between C and D would be a 2nd, C to E a 3rd etc.

Intervals within an octave are known as simple intervals, intervals that go beyond an octave are
known as compound intervals.

In harmony the third and the sixth Intervals have a rich sound whilst the 4th, 5th and 8va quite a
bare sound and the 2nd and 7th sound a little discordant.
Here is a C major scale harmonised in 3rds.

Taking the third up an 8va we arrive at a 10th, still the same two notes but there is more distance
between them.
Here is the same scale but this time in 10ths.

Using 10ths.
Many players use the interval of a 10th as a foundation to their playing style, it can create a rich
musical sound whilst remaining fairly transparent making it easier to facilitate solo guitar playing.
Here is an example of a familiar progression played just using 10ths. The harmonic intentions of
the piece remain intact even though the chords have been stripped back to just two notes. The
10th is indicated with the bracket, the two chords at the end without the brackets are a 7th and an
8va.

Here is the same progression used as a basis for a solo.

Using three note chord voicings.
The 10th can be used as the foundation for constructing three note chord voicings; these are
effective whilst comping as they can potentially create some interesting movement without getting
in the way.
Here is a fairly typical bass line figure.

With a 10th added it looks like this. This in itself is a really interesting and effective device that can
be used to good effect.

By adding another note to each of the intervals, usually one taken from the actual chord, in this
case G7 and C7 it is possible to build a series of three note chord voicings.

This approach in combination with a number of chord substitution devices is a great way for
creating moving harmonised bass lines. Often the most effective chord substitutions are the
addition of dominant chords (secondary dominants), tritone substitutions and m7 chords a perfect
5th above the original chord functioning as ii - V7 progressions. This is often called back cycling
and can create strong harmonic movement.

Adding G7 to the C7 bar creates a bit more movement. G7 is the dominant of C7.

Approaching the F7 with its dominant and in turn including a m7 chord a perfect 5th above C7
creates a ii - V7 progression onto F7.

It is then possible to add D7, the dominant chord of Gm7 and a m7 chord a perfect 5th above this,
again it creates another ii - V7 progression

Adding E7 will leading into Am7.

Finally using tritone substitutions on some of the dominant chords creates a smoother more
interesting chromatic line. A tritone substitution is playing a dominant chord a flat 5th above the root
of the original chord. For example Db is a flattened 5th above G. In a progression it is possible to
play Db7 instead of G7, it has a similar harmonic intention.

As three note voicing this can be played like this.

Look for similar examples in this blues. The above example is used in bars 3 and 4.

Blues in C

Undercurrent is a 1962 album by jazz pianist Bill Evans and jazz
guitarist Jim Hall. This album is a true classic often featured in listings
of some of the best jazz albums and is a master class in how to play in
a guitar and piano duo. The opening track is an up tempo version of
the Rogers and Hart classic 'My Funny Valentine'.
Whilst this tune features some clever and considered solo playing
from Jim Hall one of the standout moments in the track is in Bill Evan's
solo when Jim begins to comp using three note chord voicing which
really drives the tune along. Here is a transcription of what Jim plays.
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